ABSTRACT. We study the relationship between the geometry of a real separable Banach space B (as manifested in its cotype, type, or logtype) and necessary or sufficient criteria for the validity of the Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN) for independent S-valued random variables, formulated in terms of the validity of a (verifiable) SLLN for real-valued random variables. Our results axe the best possible of their kind and may be used in situations where the SLLN's of Hoffman-Jorgensen and Pisier, and Kuelbs and Zinn are inconclusive.
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Introduction.
Consider a sequence {Xn} of independent symmetric random variables taking values in the real separable Banach space (B, || • ||). {en} will denote an independent sequence of i.i.d. Rademacher random variables {P{en = ±1) = 1/2, n > 1). {Xn} is said to satisfy the strong (weak) law of large numbers i{Xn} E SLLN (WLLN)) if ||S"|| = oin) a.s. (||5"||/n -^ 0), where Sn = £"=1X¿. In [4] type p spaces (1 < p < 2) were characterized as those which the condition Y^'jLi E\\Xj\\p/jp < oo implies the SLLN. A SLLN without geometric restrictions on B was proved in [1] , This theorem, though the best possible, is a consequence of the trivial fact that {Xn} E SLLN if {||X"||} E SLLN (see [2] for details). Clearly, therefore, moment or norm assumptions will not yield useful SLLN's in general unless additional assumptions are made. Kuelbs and Zinn [5] hypothesize, for example, that {Xn} E WLLN and prove that {Xn} E SLLN if ||XJ < Cj/LLj and ¡Cn=i exp(-e/A(n, 2)) < oo for each e > 0 (Theorem 2), or if £n»i A(n,p)r < oo for some p E [1, 2] and r 6 (0, oo) (Theorem 1) (where LLn -max(l,log(logn)), A(n,p) = l/i"* ¿i€/(,,) £|W, and I(n) = {2n + 1,...,2"+1}. For B = R the conditions in the first result above are also necessary [9] . Our results are expressed in terms of the validity of a SLLN for real random variables. (The latter can be verified for an arbitrary stabilizing sequence using the criteria in [8, 11] .) For example, we define logtype p spaces (1 < p < 2) as those in which there is a constant C such that p n n E J2£JXJ ^CiLLn)P~1J2\\x]\\P for each {x¿}?=1 in B, y=i j=i and show that these are precisely the spaces in which the condition (LLn)»-1/«" £ll*ill"-f0 a.s.
implies the SLLN. We show that our results (i) are the best of their kind, (ii) are conclusive in cases when most of the above-mentioned SLLN's are not, and (iii) can often be reexpressed in terms of the moments of the individual summands. Nonsymmetric random variables can be included in our discussion by a result of Kuelbs and Zinn [5] : {Xn} E SLLN iff {X%} E SLLN and {Xn} E WLLN, where X"{uj,ui') = Xn(co) -X'nÍLü') is the symmetrized version of Xn, and X'n is an independent copy of Xn.
2. Necessary conditions. THEOREM 1. B is of cotype q (2 < q < oo) iff each sequence {Xn} of independent symmetric B-valued random variables satisfying the SLLN also satisfies PROOF. Let B be of cotype q and suppose {Xn} E SLLN. It follows that {enxn} = {enXn{uj)} E SLLN for almost all w. As in [4] , E\\ YJj=i £3xj\\q/nQ -> °w hich by the cotype q inequality shows that ]C?=i \\xj\\9/n? -* Oj as required. Conversely, let {xn} Ç B and set Xn = nenxn (n > 1). By assumption, 
J2j9Wxj\\q/^<CE 3 = 1
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Fix N > 1 and let yj = 0 (1 < j < N) and yj = Xj-N {N < j < N + n), as in [4] .
Choosing N = n we see that {l/2)^\\x}\\"<CE 3. Sufficient conditions. Our results are again in terms of the validity of a real-valued SLLN. We do not place any restrictions on the magnitudes of the norms of the XnS as in [5] or assume that {Xn} e WLLN. The latter hypothesis is needed in [5] even in the nonsymmetric case. To see this, consider for p 6 [1, 2) the lp valued sequence {X"}n>i defined by Xn{u,k)=en{u){nl{LLn)2)1'2I{n}{k).
{Xn} satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 in [5] , but {Xn} £ SLLN, since for any w,
The next lemma is crucial; it is implicit in [6] . so that {Xn} e SLLN.
Our second example shows that the rate in Theorem 2 is the best possible in the sense that for each p e [1, 2] , and for each sequence 4>{n) ] oo, there exists a sequence {Xn} of independent symmetric real random variables satisfying the condition [{LLn)p-1/np<j>{n)\ £"=1 \X3\P -> 0 a.s. but failing the SLLN. Such a sequence may be defined by Xj = eJ2n/LL2n, j = 2n + 1,..., 2" + [LL2n], n = 1,2,..., and Xj = 0 otherwise. Then for any k e I{n) and p e [1, 2] 
On the other hand, we have A(n) = 1/4" • [LL2n] • 4"/(LL2")2 > C/logn so that X^°=i exp(-e/A{n)) = oo for e small enough. Hence {Xn} £ SLLN, by Prokhorov's result [9] .
COROLLARY. A sequence of independent symmetric random variables with values in a Hilbert space (or more generally a cotype 2, logtype 2 space) satisfies the SLLN if LLn/n2YT3=i \\xj\\2 -♦ ° a-s-and onlV »7 V"2 E"=i ll^jll2 -» 0 a.s.
Furthermore, the condition cj)(n)/n2 X3y=i ll-^j II2 -* 0 a-s-2S neither necessary nor sufficient for the SLLN for any sequence <p(n) | oo, (¡>(n) = o(LLn). D
We now ask when our conditions for the SLLN may be rephrased in terms of individual moments.
PROPOSITION. Assume that \\Xn\\ < Cn/LLn a.s. {n > 1) andpe [1, 2] . Then n (LLn)p-l/np £ \\X3f -0 a.s. iff (4) [(LLn)p~7np] £ \\Xj\\P -* 0 in probability 
3=1
We have III x ||P _ n vMiPl < 2C1P < C'flJLLJY-1 '" J" " ''" '-(LLjOP-LLljP/iLLy)*-!)'
< oo (e > 0), so that we may apply a result of Loéve [7, p. 258 ] to conclude that (5) and (6) are equivalent. The assertion follows.
Notice that £(||A^||P -||A^||P)2 = 2 Var(||XJ||p) < 2£||XJ2p, so that (LL2")2p"2 J2 E(\\xj\\p ~ \\xj\\P)*ft2"" j€I(n) <2(LL2n)2p~2 £ £||A^||2p/22"p 3<El(n) <C(LL2n)2p-2 J2 E\\XJ\\2(2n/LL2n)2p-2/22np = CA(n,2) jei(n) so that (5) is a slight improvement of the Kuelbs-Zinn condition.
On the other hand, (4) may do worse than their WLLN hypothesis.
